
alex@battlenations.net
January 11th, 2023

Suzanna Temple-Morris
VP Head of Legal, King
178 Wardour St, Soho, London

Dear Suzanna,

I hope this letter finds you well as we start the new year. As we move into the
second calendar year of our conversations over Battle Nations, I feel
compelled to reach out yet again, especially in light of the recent litigation and
trademark disputes that were filed. I know when we previously spoke in the
past you asked for this to go through counsel so I will add Mrs. Pagnanelli to
the email. I hope this is sufficient for you.

In a prior letter Mrs. Pagnanelli recommended a homage to Z2’s Battle Nations
be produced. This week we plan on announcing a distinct departure from
what you know as Battle Nations that will still satisfy many of our fanbase that
were upset by the closure of Z2’s iteration.

The purpose in writing to you today is to again express our team's desire to
work with King before a major veer in our team's direction occurs. We simply
want to come to a solution for players and King and put to rest these
unnecessary administrative proceedings that simply delay the inevitable.

For many, this IP holds a special place in their hearts which is why so many
have eagerly waited for the game to return. We have seen a wide spectrum of
players from those who have played since the launch of the IP to those who
have made lifelong friends through this game. We have heard countless
stories of how children connected with their parents through this game and
formed cherished bonds with them. We have also heard that some fans
remember fond memories of their parents through this game, something they
treasured deeply as their parents have unfortunately passed. We even have a
player who was able to prevent the suicide of a fellow player who was a
veteran suffering from post traumatic stress disorder and was honored by Z2.
This game has impacted people from all walks of life in all kinds of ways which
makes the time delays, administrative proceedings and what we perceive as
ambivalence all the more frustrating.

Despite these frustrations we harbor no ill will towards King or its employees.
We recognize you have other priorities and games to work on, we just ask that
you not leave this community behind or at the very least let them be.

I mention all this to highlight that our team is not motivated monetarily in this
project. We are all passionate students who enjoyed Z2’s game and wish to
restore that experience for players, going to great lengths to achieve this goal.
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We have even been flown out to Seattle by former staff this past spring and
met with many involved with the BN process who loved our project and the
community we have been able to rekindle and sustain.

On behalf of our entire team, we are open to discuss any stipulations that
King may have as we sincerely just wish to serve players. We are cognizant
that King has a commercial interest. I simply ask for a few minutes of your
time via phone to discuss King’s openness to working with us on a solution to
this issue instead of communicating with extreme delay through letters. We
welcome counsel being present and if Mrs. Pagnanelli would like to be party to
the call we would expect our counsel would participate as well.

Sincerely,

Alexander


